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My report focuses on the five most critical areas 
identified in the SAMA Strategic Plan. These have 
been allocated to Council portfolios as follows:

Strategy / Policies 
Regina van Vuuren 
Liaison / Communication (external)
Ishmael Mbokhodo 
Liaison / Communication (internal)
Dr Helene Vollgraaff
Training & Professionalism
Catherine Snel
Marketing & Branding 
Leon Steyn
Research/SAMAB
Dr Bernadine Benson

Strategy / Policies

Emanating from the strategic plan Council has approved 

the following documents:

•	 Amended	SAMA	Strategic	Plan	2018

•	 Alignment	to	the	National	&	Provincial		 	 	

	Growth	Development	Plans

•	 SAMA	Annual	Performance	Plan

Our	thanks	goes	to	the	Strategic	Planning	Facilitator,	

James	van	Vuuren,	for	the	hard	work	and	numerous	hours	

spent on redrafting our strategic plan and related documents. 

He	also	presented	to	the	NCOP	(National	Council	of	

Provinces)	Portfolio	Committee	on	Arts	&	Culture	and	

secured	an	audience	for	the	SAMA	President	with	the	

Chairperson of that Committee.  



Liaison & Communication 

External 
The partnership between SAMA and the Department 

of	Arts	and	Culture	(DAC)	has	been	renewed.	The	

Director	Heritage	at	DAC,	Mr	Kgomotso	Mokgethi,	

is attending the conference and has offered R150 

000 in sponsorship for the conference. I would like 

to	acknowledge	the	role	of	Mr	Ishmael	Mbhkodo,	

Chairperson	External	Liaison	&	Communications,	 

in bringing this about.

Internal
	 The	SAMA	newsletter,	Samantics,	has	been	

resuscitated and two issues appeared this year. I would like 

to	congratulate	the	Chairperson	Internal	Communications,	

Dr	Helene	Vollgraaff,	and	her	co-editor,	Medée	Rall,	for	their	

excellent work. 

Training & Professionalism

Online training survey
Earlier this year SAMA members were asked 

to	participate	in	an	online	survey	and	seventy-five	

institutions participated. The following training needs 

were	identified:	conservation,	collection	management,	

digitisation,	exhibitions,	education,	archives	and	records	

management,	museum	management,	ethics,	strategic	

planning,	proposal	writing	and	research	writing.	

Training	sub-committee
A	Training	Sub-Committee	was	established	in	 

Cape Town on the 29 August 2018.

The	Committee	is	exploring	long-term	training	

opportunities for SAMA. A decision to register as a  

professional training body with the South African 

Qualifications	Authority	(SAQA)	has	been	taken.		An	

application to SAQA has been submitted and the SAMA 

President	attended	a	compulsory	SAQA	workshop	on	

the 11 November 2018. The accreditation of museum 

professionals maybe an eventual outcome of this.

In the medium term the Ccmmittee is developing 

a business plan that includes online courses similar to 

that of the Commonwealth Association of Museums 

(CAM)	courses.	Initially	the	focus	will	be	on	entry	level	

courses. The committee is also compiling a list of available 

museum courses and museum specialists who provide 

training. Courses and service providers that are endorsed 

by SAMA will be listed on our website. These plans do 

not preclude SAMA regions from continuing to organise 

their own workshops.

Catherine	Snel,	chairperson	of	the	training	portfolio,	 

is to be commended on a most successful training 

initiative undertaken with the Dutch Cultural Agency.  

It is in its third year and a range of workshops have been 

offered,	drawing	on	the	expertise	of	specialists	from	 

the	Rijks	Museum,	University	of	Amsterdam	and	other	

top institutions. The Dutch Embassy has also provided  

R18 000 in sponsorship for grants.

During	the	year	the	first	of	a	series	of	‘train-the-

trainer’	courses	was	held	at	KwaMuhle	Museum	in	

Durban. This course dealt with basic preventative 

conservation. Over the next two years four more 

courses will be held in different centres: 

• February 2019 – paper, photos, maps etc 

• November 2019 – textiles, fur, mixed materials  

• February 2020 – wood, organic materials,  

natural history collections

• November 2020 – metal, ceramic glass

Marketing & Branding

One of the prime objectives of the strategic  

plan was to redevelop the SAMA website.  

I would like to thank Robyn Gruijters for  

the sterling work she has done over the past  

two	years.	Unfortunately,	a	hectic	work	schedule	 

has	made	it	increasingly	difficult	for	her	to	 

continue. We will investigate other ways to ensure  

that the website is completed within the coming  

year.	With	this	year’s	conference	about	hyper-

connectivity it certainly provides inspiration for our  

new marketing committee.
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Research & SAMAB

A	keystone	for	the	research	portfolio	is	our	journal,	

SAMAB,	which	is	accredited	with	the	Department	of	

Higher Education. Congratulations to Dr Bernadine 

Benson	(Editor-in-Chief)	and	Sian	Tiley-Nel	(Sub-Editor)	

for raising the standard of the publication. It now appears 

on various national and international research engines: 

SABINET,	EBSCO	and	the	Web	of	Science.	Courses	in	

research and academic writing are also being considered 

by the editorial team.

 

Membership

In conclusion I would like to bring your attention  

that there has been a steady increase in membership  

over the past decade and that it has now topped the 300 

mark. We thank our membership and regions for their 

continued support.

2008  134 157 47 338

2009  97 94 47 238

2010  106 82 42 230

2011  104 88 42 234

2012  110 92 42 244

2013  116 91 42 249

2014  116 108 42 266

2015  105 107 41 253

2016  123 116 41 280

2017  125 121 39 285

2018  148 118 38 304

 

Concluding remarks and words of thanks

From the audit report you will have noticed that 

SAMA’s	finances	are	in	a	healthy	state.	We	thank	the	

treasurer,	Chris	de	Klerk,	for	steering	our	finances	in	the	

right direction and thus enabling us to undertake new 

projects in line with the strategic plan. I would also like 

to	acknowledge	the	support	of	the	executive	committee,	

including	the	past	president,	Victor	Netshiavha,	who	was	

unable to attend this conference.

The regions are the pillars of the organisation and 

I’d like to thank the regional chairpersons and their 

committees for their achievements during the year:   

Steve	Kotze	(KZN),	Tom	Jeffery	(EC),	Leon	Steyn	(WC),	

Lebohang	Nyenye	(FS)	and	Isabelle	McGinn	(SAMA	North).

I would also like to thank Marianne Gertenbach  

who	keeps	our	office	running	in	her	efficient	way.	She	 

is the backbone of SAMA and our institutional memory 

and plays an important role in supporting the president 

and Council.

Finally,	I	would	like	to	thank	the	chairperson	 

of	ICOM-SA,	Beverley	Thomas,	for	making	this	beautiful	

venue	at	NELM	available	to	us	free	of	charge,	and	 

the entire organising committee for an excellent  

SAMA 2108 conference. 

Regina Janse van Vuuren
SAMA	President	2017	-	2019
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was designed by Totem Media
Cover National English Literary Museum, Grocott’s Mail



The abstract for this paper stated that it would 
examine the divide between the slow and dense 
nature of literature on the one hand and the quick 
and instant hyperconnected world on the other. 
The aim was to find ways to bridge this gap. How 
can the museum communicate enticing bytes of 
information from its manuscript collections? The 
difficulty is that these collections are often made up 
of papers that represent the slow accumulation of 
an author’s lifework.

The answer is possibly quite simple – offer small pieces of 
alluring	information	that	people	will	see	on	their	screens,	big	or	
small,	and	in	that	way	encourage	them	to	delve	deeper.		All	it	
took to realise this was a bit of thinking about the problem and 
then a look at the opening page of the British Library’s website.  

It remains to be seen whether it will be simple to put this 
idea into practice. This paper is a starting point for this project.

First,	let’s	define	the	terms.	The	definition	of	
hyperconnected	is	‘characterised	by	the	widespread	or	
habitual use of devices that have Internet connectivity’.  The 
Oxford English Dictionary gives the following example of a 
use	of	the	phrase:	‘in	our	hyperconnected	world,	employees	
expect	to	work	from	anywhere’.	Likewise,	patrons	would	
expect to access a museum’s collections from anywhere.

According to Wikipedia slow reading1 is the intentional 
reduction	in	the	speed	of	reading,	carried	out	to	increase	
comprehension or pleasure. The concept originated in 
the study of philosophy and literature as a technique to 
more fully comprehend and appreciate a complex text. It is 
our experience that slow reading is often necessary when 
cataloguing or researching a set of author’s papers. 

Apart from the actual manuscripts the primary 
collections	at	the	National	English	Literary	Museum	(NELM)	
can	include	writers’	drafts,	research	notes,	letters,	diaries,	
musings,	doodles,	illustrations,	photographs	and	newspaper	
clippings. Traditionally these collections are used by academic 
researchers	and	for	NELM	exhibitions,	for	example,	look	out	
for the Douglas Livingstone manuscripts in the HumaNature 
exhibition which opened at the conference. A new public 
of people interested in literature for its own sake could be 
alerted to the wealth of information in the archives using 
social media networks.

And now prepare yourselves for a very brief description 
of some of the authors’ papers in the manuscript collection

1  I am indebted to Crystal Warren for alerting me to this  
term and concept

SLOW  
READING 

IN A HYPER-
CONNECTED 

WORLD

Mariss Stevens
National English Literary Museum

Winner of the 
FitzSimons Award  
for Best Paper



From the Sylvester Stein collection  
(2018.55	to	2018.58)

Sylvester Stein is best known for his novel Second-class 

Taxi (1958)	and	his	work	as	an	editor	on	DRUM	Magazine	in	

the 1950s. He was certainly a versatile man who also wrote 

99 Ways to Reach 100	(1986).	And	he	almost	made	it	to	100.	

He died at age 95 on 28 December 2005. His papers have 

come to NELM from England. He left the country in 1957 

after	a	disagreement	with	the	DRUM	proprietor,	Jim	Bailey,	

who refused to allow Stein to publish a photograph of Althea 

Gibson embracing Darlene Hard after she beat her in the 

women’s singles championships at Wimbledon. The reason? 

Althea Gibson was black and Darlene Hard white. 

The Stein collection includes a photograph album 

containing	photographs	of	the	people	who	worked	on	DRUM	

magazine	in	the	1950s,	some	with	handwritten	messages	 

of goodwill. The album was presented to Stein when he left 

the	magazine.

From the Bessie Head collection  
(2015.176)

Bessie	Head	(1937–1986)	is	one	of	South	Africa’s	most	

celebrated writers. Her books include Maru and A Question 

of Power.	She	had	a	most	difficult	life.	She	was	born	in	a	

mental	institution	in	Pietermartizburg	and	was	the	child	of	an	

unstable white woman and an unknown black man. She never 

knew her parents because she was taken from her mother at 

birth and raised in a foster home.

There are 61 letters in Bessie Head’s correspondence 

with	Patrick	Cullinan,	1962–1981.	These	have	been	published	

in the book Imaginative Trespasser: letters between Bessie Head 

and Patrick and Wendy Cullinan, 1963–1977. The letters map 

Head’s development as a writer – from her early short stories 

to	her	work	on	her	novel	on	Khama	III,	a	Tswana	leader.	On	a	

personal	level	they	tell	of	her	difficult	position	of	being	neither	

black	nor	white	in	twentieth	century	Africa,	the	supportive	

role	that	Wendy	and	Patrick	Cullinan	played	in	her	life,	her	

move	to	and	life	in	Serowe,	Botswana,	and	her	subsequent	

refugee	status,	and	later	her	travels	overseas	as	a	recognised	

writer.  Here is a snippet from one of the letters:

  

‘I	absolutely	adore	Douglas	Livingstone	and	his	

meditative	Giovanni	Jacopo	whom	I	first	encountered	 

in Staffrider; a marvellous poem on women. I also love  

the	poem	you	printed,	the	sort	of	poem	one	could	read	

over and over because it is so arresting and captivating. 

Isn’t	Douglas	Livingstone	just	great,	great,	great?’

The poem she refers to is:

GIOVANNI JACOPO MEDITATES
(on the herpetology of racism)

He found the Viper in the City;

Almost idly, without thinking

Paused to watch it where it twined

Wetly muscled, small & deadly:

It stilled to let him pick it up

His Palms cold at his Find.

They studied One Another closely:

Then it bit him without blinking,

Easing up to where it dined

Off his Human Understanding;

Now it lives in coiled & sullen,

The Long Grass of his Mind.

There is another set of correspondence between  

the publisher Ad Donker and Bessie Head to do with her 

book A Bewitched Crossroad,	which	she	referred	to	as	 

‘my	historical	manuscript’	in	her	first	letter	to	Ad	Donker,	

dated	5	January	1984.	(2009.12.1.12)

From	the	Anna	Purcell	collection	(2008.25)

Jumping	back	100	years	to	Anna	Cambier	Purcell	

(1888–1943),	who	was	a	campaigner	for	the	enfranchisement	

of woman as well as for the cause of the Afrikaners during 

the South African War. Reading through the papers in 

this	collection,	it	becomes	very	clear	that	she	was	highly	

respected for her brilliant intellect and loved for her  

warmth	and	friendliness.	In	a	letter	written	in	about	1907,	

Olive	Schreiner	calls	Anna	Purcell	a	genius	and	predicts	 

that	‘you	will	be	grand	when	you	are	old’.

The	collection	includes	letters	to	Anna	Purcell	from	 

both	Olive	Schreiner	and	Emily	Hobhouse,	as	well	as	 

other material relating to these two strong women.  

Anna	Purcell	was	a	poet	in	her	own	right	and	the	collection	

includes manuscripts and/or published versions of 33 of  

her	poems,	dating	from	1901	to	1939.	Many	of	the	poems	

are of a political nature.

SLOW READING



From the Lionel Abrahams collection 
(1996.4)

Lionel	Abrahams	(1928–2004)	is	one	of	South	Africa’s	

major	literary	figures.	He	was	also	much	loved	and	respected	

by other writers. The holdings of the Abrahams papers is 

large,	with	over	three	thousand	items.	Material	received	and	

accessioned	in	1996,	which	comprises	about	a	quarter	of	

the	full	collection,	was	retrospectively	catalogued	in	2012.	

This portion of the Abrahams Collection consists of more 

than	200	of	his	poems,	short	stories,	novels	and	articles	in	

manuscript form. There are another 500 or so manuscripts 

from other writers. Some of these are single manuscripts. 

There are also substantial sets of manuscripts about Herman 

Charles Bosman and about and by Ruth Miller as Abrahams 

edited	books	on	these	authors.	Then	there	writings	by,	

Tatamkhulu	Afrika,	Julius	Chingono,	Roy	Joseph	Cotton,	Jeni	

Couzyn,	Patrick	Cullinan,	Menan	du	Plessis,	Gus	Ferguson,	

Christopher	Hope,	Ursula	Hurley,	Solly	Jasven,	Wopko	Jensma,	

Rose	Moss,	Robert	Royston	,	Walter	Saunders,	Helen	Segal,	

Mongane	Wally	Serote,	Ivan	Vladislavic	and	dozens	of	others.

Lionel Abrahams was a great correspondent and the 

collection as a whole contains over a thousand letters to him.

From	the	collection	of	David	Philip	Publishers	
(2009.92)

In sorting and cataloguing this set of papers from the 

David	Philip	Publishers	collection	I	was	struck	by	the	industry,	

integrity,	humanitarianism	and	courage	of	David	and	Marie	

Philip.	This	is	evident	not	only	in	the	kind	of	books	they	

published	(particularly	during	the	apartheid	years)	but	also	

in	their	commitment	to	social	causes.	For	instance,	they	

were involved in projects – from fundraising to distribution 

– that aimed to bring books to disadvantaged communities. 

David	Philip	also	gave	much	time	and	energy	to	publishers’	

associations,	both	locally	and	overseas.

From	the	Eugène	Marais	collection	(2009.56)

It was a privilege to work with and retrospectively 

catalogue this collection of papers and artefacts that belonged 

to	Eugène	Marais	(1871–1936).	He	died	by	his	own	hand	in	

1936 because he could not control his morphine addiction. 

Marais was a brilliant man and the author of the controversial 

books The Soul of the White Ant and The Soul of the Ape,	

originally written in Afrikaans.

The Marais items were stored in a leather briefcase 

bearing	the	inscription	Adv.	Eugène	Marais,	Pretoria.	It	was	 

an	uncanny	experience	to	open	the	briefcase	and	find	not	

only	papers	and	some	letters,	but	also	his	pen	nibs,	spectacles,	

pocket	knife,	collar	studs,	needles	and	syringes.	You	can	see	

some of these items in the cabinet of curiosities in the  

NELM exhibition hall.

The collection is only a fragment of what he produced 

during his lifetime and there are no substantial manuscripts. 

The correspondence found in the suitcase is mostly with 

publishers,	but	there	is	one	fascinating	letter	in	his	hand	to	

his	friend	Pienaar.	It	is	written	from	London	in	February	1897	

and	contains	a	description	of	the	‘throbbing	industry’	of	the	

city	of	London	followed	by	his	prediction	of	‘the	decay	and	

dissolution	of	a	great	Empire’,	an	attack	on	the	church	and	

the	state,	and	the	belief	that	the	‘small	nations’	may	well	have	

their	revenge	against	England,	which	he	describes	as	‘the	

Destroyer of Liberty’. The style is highly descriptive and the 

tone impassioned.

Concluding remarks

This is just a taste of the information contained in the 

NELM	storerooms.	To	return	to	the	aim	of	this	project,	 

which	is	to	attract	a	wider	public	the	following.		The	first	 

place to post these bytes of information would be on the 

museum’s	website,	which	is	being	constructed	at	the	moment.	 

A	less	formal	and	more	popular	platform	is,	of	course,	

Facebook.	What	about	Twitter,	Instagram	a	blog	post?	 

These are all possibilities. No doubt there are even more  

ways to make connections in the ether of the cyberspace.

SLOW READING



Michelle Hamer, Shanelle Ribeiro 
South African National  

Biodiversity Institute, Pretoria  
and Helen Barber-James
Albany Museum, Makhanda 

(Grahamstown), Eastern Cape
and Department of Zoology  

and Entomology, Rhodes University, 
Makhanda (Grahamstown)

The Natural Science Collection  
Facility (NSCF) is one of  
the Research Infrastructure (RI)  
projects selected by the  
Department of Science and  
Technology for implementation  
from 2017 to 2019,  
and potentially as a  
long term programme.  
Administered by the  
South African National Biodiversity  
Institute (SANBI),  
the purpose of the NSCF  
is to unite institutions  
holding major natural science  
collections in South Africa,  
establishing a distributed but  
centrally coordinated national  
facility that realizes the  
full research potential of the  
collections and the associated  
data and services provided.  
The relevant collections  
include preserved plant, animal, 
fungi and palaeontology collections.  
A similar approach  
is being taken in Europe, through  
the Distributed System of  
Scientific Collections, or DISSCO,  
as part of the European Research  
Infrastructure programme. 

THE ROLE OF THE  
NATURAL SCIENCE 

COLLECTIONS  
FACILITY (NSCF)  
IN SUPPORTING  

MUSEUM  
COLLECTIONS  

IN SOUTH AFRICA 

One of the goals of the NSCF is to secure the collections 

by improving collection management and curation. Funding 

has been provided for the procurement of infrastructure 

such	as	new	cabinets,	compactor	shelving,	freezers,	climate	

control	and	fire	detection	and	suppression	systems,	as	well	as	

consumables.	Guidelines,	protocols	and	standards	for	curation	

and collection management are being developed to ensure 

that the collections meet global standards and a national 

assessment system will be developed and implemented to 

monitor standards and to highlight shortcomings that need to 

be addressed.

An important aspect of securing the collections is the 

digitisation of archival documents such as accession registers 

and	important	field	notes,	and	imaging	important	specimens.	

These	digital	records	will	not	only	serve	as	back-ups	but	by	

making selected resources openly accessible will also increase 

use.	As	part	of	the	goal	of	securing	collections,	several	‘orphan’	

collections are currently being integrated into institutions 

which have the appropriate facilities and resources to care for 

them. These orphan collections are ones which no longer have 

expertise	within	the	museum	originally	housing	them,	and	

which are not used or well curated in that situation.

Data	associated	with	specimens,	especially	what	it	is	(the	

taxonomic	information),	and	when	and	where	it	was	collected,	

is	critical	not	only	for	research,	but	for	the	conservation,	

management and sustainable use of biodiversity. Migration 

to	common	software	for	specimen	information,	upgrading	

the data quality and capture of additional data are activities 

that the NSCF is focusing on. Open access to specimen data 

is a requirement for participation in the NSCF and will also 

promote	use	of	data	for	research	and	decision-making,	in	this	

way increasing the value of the collections. The NSCF



has provided temporary research assistants to some of the 

participating institutions to carry out scanning of herbarium 

specimens and data capture and has appointed data 

technicians based at SANBI to work on capturing data from 

the	herbarium	specimen	scans,	and	on	cleaning	data.	This	is	

a	massive	task,	with	an	ambitious	target	of	having	600	000	

cleaned	specimen	records	available	on	line	by	the	end	of	2019,	

the	targeted	groups	being	plants	and	vertebrates,	including	

Karoo	fossils,	for	this	first	phase.

In order to increase research on the collections the 

NSCF	has	supported	upgrading	of	research	equipment,	

provided travel grants for visiting scientists working on the 

collections	(both	local	and	international),	and	awarded	three	

postdoctoral grants. Increased work on the collections 

by researchers also contributes to upgrade specimen 

identifications	and	to	accelerate	descriptions	of	new	species.	

The NSCF also aims to promote greater understanding 

of and appreciation for the value of the natural science 

collections. There have been many efforts to achieve this 

in the past but success has been limited and the existence 

and value of the collections is still largely unknown to 

decision-makers	and	the	public.	The	use	of	social	media	as	

well as exploring other innovative approaches for effectively 

communicating with a larger spectrum of society need to be 

explored and implemented. 

Achievement of the NSCF goals will only be possible if 

three enabling strategies are addressed. One of the major 

challenges currently facing the curators/scientists at natural 

science	collection	institutions	is	the	ever-increasingly	

complex	permitting	requirements.	Permits	are	required	

from a range of authorities according to various pieces of 

legislation,	for	the	collection,	holding,	exporting,	loaning	and	

donating specimens. It is desirable that the NSCF provide 

relevant information and advice to participating institutions 

and lobby the authorities to streamline the number of 

permits required and to make the permit application process 

and	permit	conditions	feasible	and	realistic.		In	the	past,	

conservation authorities granted curators at natural science 

museums	a	broad,	five-year	permit	allowing	them	to	collect	

appropriate	specimens	within	a	region.	Currently,	permits	

are	required	for	each	province,	with	exact	sites	and	species	

needing	to	be	specified	in	advance,	giving	little	flexibility,	

potentially limiting unexpected opportunities to discover 

new	species	and	sites.		Furthermore,	previously	museum	

curators had the authority to send specimens on loan to 

other	museums	globally,	and	donate	paratypes	and	extra	

specimens in a series to other museums at the discretion 

of the management at that museum. This too now requires 

extensive	additional	paperwork,	which	is	time	consuming	and	

the approval process may take months. This negatively impacts 

the	productivity	of	staff,	reduces	the	potential	to	expand	the	

collections	and	limits	access	for	international	researchers,	

thus hampering the progress of description of species 

and consequently obstructing the progress of biodiversity 

knowledge.

The second enabling strategy is related to having 

appropriate capacity. There are many challenges associated 

with	staffing	and	capacity	development,	including	the	need	

for	curation	and	collection	management	training.	However,	

an	assessment	of	the	staff,	their	roles,	qualifications	and	job	

descriptions,	the	procedures	and	standards	agreed	on	for	

the	natural	science	collections,	and	the	available	training	

options all need to be assessed before embarking on a 

training	programme.	In	the	interim,	the	NSCF	supported	five	

staff from institutions to attend the International Society for 

the	Preservation	of	Natural	History	Collections	conference	

in	New	Zealand	in	2018.	The	need	for	taxonomists	to	

research and expand the collections and to accurately 

identify material has been recognised and the NSCF awarded 

four	MSc	bursaries	to	students	in	this	field.	There	are	many	

other	staffing	issues	that	need	to	be	thoroughly	investigated	

and	addressed,	including	the	shortage	of	curation	staff	and	

consequent low staff morale. There are no simple solutions to 

these challenges and they will need open discussions and new 

ways of thinking.  

Staffing	is	only	one	area	where	new	thinking	will	

be required. The third enabling strategy is ensuring that 

changes are made in how the institutions operate in terms 

of collaborating and sharing knowledge and equipment and 

working	together	to	develop	and	implement	plans,	standards	

and strategies. A facilitated process is being implemented  

to support the leadership of institutions with change

THE ROLE OF THE NSCF

600 000 CLEANED  
SPECIMEN	RECORDS	
AVAILABLE ON LINE 
BY THE END OF 2019



management,	as	well	as	with	recognising	and	addressing	a	

wide range of other issues that present challenges in the 

institutions. One of these is related to expectations and 

accountability. The NSCF cannot be seen as a separate 

institution or agency that simply distributes funding 

to participating institutions. The NSCF is a network of 

institutions,	and	so	responsibility	for	its	success	rests	with	the	

institutions,	and	the	staff	within	them.	This	means	that	there	

is a large amount of commitment and support required from 

the institutions and individuals. The response from staff at 

the	different	institutes	across	the	country	has	been	positive,	

and the increased interaction between colleagues who had 

previously hardly known each other has been inspiring. 

The	NSCF	structures	include	a	coordinating	hub,	with	

seven	core	staff,	and	which	is	based	at	SANBI,	a	coordinating	

committee,	comprising	the	leadership	of	the	participating	

institutions,	and	five	working	groups	(Data,	Curation/Collection	

Management,	Outreach	and	Communication,	Staffing	and	

Capacity	Development	and	Research),	which	comprise	

representatives from the participating institutions. An advisory 

committee	will	provide	high	level	strategic	advice,	ensuring	

alignment	with	national	agendas,	and	facilitating	implementation	

where this requires high level intervention. There are currently 

sixteen	institutions	participating	in	the	NSCF.	Participation	is	

formalised through a collaboration agreement. 

A NSCF forum will be held every eighteen months which 

will provide an opportunity for all staff associated with the 

natural science collections to interact and to learn about 

current initiatives and innovations. The NSCF was formally 

launched	at	the	first	forum	which	was	held	in	October	2017.	

The	NSCF	reports	to	the	Department	of	Science	&	

Technology every six months and the report includes selected 

outputs	from	all	institutions.	In	the	first	nine	months	of	2018,	 

84	new	species	were	described	from	the	collections,	193	

papers	were	published	using	the	collections,	over	300	000	

records were provided to external users and more than 5 000 

specimens	were	identified	for	a	range	of	clients.		These	figures	

highlight the important role of the collections in research 

and	the	provision	of	services	and	data,	but	they	also	show	

how important it is to work collaboratively to promote the 

perception of the collections as critical natural and global assets.  

THE ROLE OF THE NSCF



The San were represented in three  
exhibitions at the Iziko South African Museum 
over approximately one hundred years. The first 
exhibition was open to the public from 1911 to 
1959. This exhibition was replaced by the diorama, 
which opened in 1959 and was closed in 2001. 
The current exhibition –  /Qe – the power of rock 
art – was opened in 2003 and remains open to 
the public. This presentation showed how socio-
political contexts influenced the way the San were 
represented in these exhibitions and how ‘race’  
is manifest in each of the exhibitions.

The	first	exhibition	was	mounted	during	the	colonial	

era,	the	diorama	during	apartheid	and	the	/Qe – the power 

or rock art	exhibition	during	a	time	of	transformation	post-

1994. Colonialism in South Africa is thought to have begun in 

1652	when	the	Dutch	arrived	and	first	encountered	Khoisan	

people. The colonial system was based on racial differences. 

Darwin’s notion of recasting human diversity in strictly 

evolutionary and biological terms reinforced nineteenth 

century beliefs in racial superiority.

The	first	exhibition	consisted	of	a	number	of	casts	of	

the San that were made at the beginning of the twentieth 

century.	The	making	of	these	casts	reflected	the	international	

scientific	interest	in	‘racial	origins’	and	the	belief	in	‘racial	

purity’ of human types. At the time it was believed that 

the	San	were	going	‘extinct’	and	that	it	was	important	to	

preserve information about them. The view at this time 

was	that	the	San	were	‘primitive’.	The	museum	director	at	

this	time,	Dr	Andrew	Smith,	did	not	dispute	the	widely	held	

nineteenth	century	belief	that	the	San	were	of	the	‘lower	

order of humanity’. The label of this exhibition describes the 

San	as	an	‘interesting	race’	which	shows	that	the	San	were	

thought	of	as	‘different’,	which	reflects	the	colonial	system’s	

focus on racial differences. The casts were displayed naked 

or	semi-naked	which	affirmed	that	they	had	been	reduced	

to	physical	‘specimens’,	as	they	were	referred	to	by	the	

director	of	the	museum	at	the	time,	Dr	Péringuey,	who	when	

instructing	the	cast	maker	James	Drury	about	who	to	cast,	

stated	the	following:	‘Do	not	chose	[sic] the two decrepit 

specimens’.	The	label	also	states	‘the	prominent	posterior	

development	(steatopygy)	of	the	women	was	a	characteristic	

feature of race’. The way in which the women were 

positioned in the showcase foregrounded the steatopygy 

and constructed the meaning that the San belonged to a 

particular race and that there is a physical characteristic that 

is particular to this group. The focus on the steatopygy of the 

women can be interpreted as racist as they were represented 

as	‘curiosities’	and	as	different	in	line	with	the	colonial	focus	

on racial difference.

Twentieth century thinking about racial segregation was 

strongly	influenced	by	nineteenth	century	scientific	ideas	

of	‘race’	and	human	‘difference’.	White	minority	rule	was	

perpetuated	through	settler	colonialism,	which	was	achieved	

through	segregation	legislation	such	as	the	Population	
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Registration Act and the Group Areas Act of 1950. Apartheid 

was predicated on the separateness of races. In the late 1950s 

in	natural	history	museums,	which	in	many	instances	included	

ethnographic	collections	and	displays,	the	practice	was	to	

show	‘specimens’	in	dioramas.	In	keeping	with	displaying	

animals and indigenous people in dioramas in natural history 

museums,	the	diorama	was	constructed	and	opened	to	the	

public in 1959. Thirteen of the casts that were displayed in the 

first	exhibition	were	selected	for	display	in	the	diorama,	with	

only	those	deemed	to	demonstrate	the	‘way	of	life’	of	the	San	

chosen. These casts were recontextualised in a nineteenth 

century	(colonial	era)	hunter-gatherer	encampment	in	the	

Karoo	and	intended	to	evoke	memories	of	a	past	way	of	

life.	The	San	were	depicted	as	‘living	in	harmonious	balance	

with the environment’. A mythology emerged of the San as 

‘pristine	hunter-gatherers’	untouched	by	the	‘encroachment	

of	western	civilisation’	and	as	‘pristine	primitives’.	The	San	

were	represented	as	‘untouched’	and	‘less	developed’,	which	

is a continuation of the early nineteenth century belief that 

the	San	were	‘primitive’.	Like	in	the	first	exhibition	one	of	

the casts was displayed to draw attention to the woman’s 

steatopygy. The San continued to be represented as of a 

‘different	race’,	with	a	focus	on	physical	characteristics	such	as	

steatopygy. This was in line with apartheid thinking that aimed 

to keep different races apart through segregation legislation. It 

can be seen that the diorama showed manifestations of race.

In	1997	President	Mandela	critiqued	the	Iziko	museums	

stating	that	‘ninety-seven	per	cent	of	museum	exhibition	

reflected	colonial	and	apartheid	points	of	view.	

He	asked:	‘Can	we	afford	exhibitions	in	our	museums	

depicting	any	of	our	people	as	lesser	human	beings,	

sometimes in natural history museums usually reserved for 

the	depiction	of	animals?’.	‘Can	we	continue	to	tolerate	our	

ancestors	being	shown	locked	in	time?’	(as	was	done	in	the	

diorama	by	placing	the	San	in	19th	century	encampment).	The	

closure of the diorama in 2001 was linked to the need for 

transformation in the heritage sector. It was seen as symbolic 

of the restoration of the dignity and the humanity of the San 

as well as of the transformation of museums.

REPRESENTING THE SAN
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The first exhibition



REPRESENTING THE SAN

Top The first exhibition intended to 
show the steotopygy of San women 
Middle The diorama in which the  
San were represented in an idealised 
nineteenth century encampment 
Bottom The dirorama: a cast of  
a San woman taken from the first 
exhibition showing steotopygy



The current exhibition was opened in 2003. In his 

opening	address	Minister	Vally	Moosa	stated	that:	‘The	design	

of	this	re-installation	of	the	San	art	is	exceptional	in	that	

it	exemplifies	a	mode	of	representation	that	reclaims	the	

dignity that colonialism denied to previously marginalised 

communities…’. This exhibition did not include the casts but 

displayed artefacts collected during the colonial era such as 

rock art panels and material culture artefacts such as skin 

bags and bows and arrows.

These items were reframed in the exhibition by drawing on 

the material recorded in the Bleek and Lloyd manuscripts 

and	quotes	in	/Xam	(a	San	language)	that	allows	the	voices	

of the San to be heard.The exhibition represents the richly 

detailed knowledge and beliefs of the San. The stories are 

told from the perspective of the San. The focus is on the 

rich heritage of indigenous knowledge of the San. During the 

colonial era displays rock art was displayed without context 

and thus there could be no deeper understanding of rock 

art.	It	was	thus	possible	to	view	rock	art	as	‘separate’	and	

‘different’.	By	placing	the	rock	art	within	a	context	and	by	

giving	salience	to	the	richness	and	value	of	rock	art,	especially	

through	using	quotations	in	/Xam,	it	became	possible	to	see	

rock	art	as	not	produced	by	a	group	that	is	‘separate’	and	

as inferior as was done in the colonial era. This exhibition 

includes	two	rare	videos	of	a	trance	dance,	which,	unlike	

the	rest	of	the	exhibition,	can	be	seen	to	represent	the	San	

as	‘different’.	The	videos	are	not	contextualised	and	there	

is no indication that these videos show trance dances. The 

figures	dancing	around	the	fire	appear	to	be	otherworldly.	

The lack of contextualisation and the appearance of the 

San as otherworldly can be seen to lead to the San as 

being	represented	as	‘different’	and	as	‘other’.	The	videos	

inadvertently	could	evoke	cultural	‘difference’.

This	presentation	has	shown	how	socio-political	contexts	

over	a	hundred	years	influenced	the	way	in	which	the	San	

were	displayed	and	how	‘race’	was	largely	manifest	in	the	first	

two exhibitions and inadvertently in the current exhibition – 

which is not in line with display in a transformed exhibition.

REPRESENTING THE SAN

Top A rock shelter covered in  
rock art in the current exhibition  
Bottom Rock art panels in the current 
exhibtion previously showed separate 
from the diorama

THE STORIES ARE  
TOLD FROM  
THE	PERSPECTIVE	 
OF THE SAN. 
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Cape Town Museum is a Western Cape 
provincial museum established to tell story  
of Cape Town. The museum’s focus area is  
the City of Cape Town and therefore a much 
larger area than the Cape Town CBD and 
surrounding areas. This paper focuses on how 
we connect with our public – a challenge for 
a museum without a building that has to build 
community relations from scratch.

CREATING 
MUSEUM 

SPACES BY A 
‘HOMELESS’ 

MUSEUM

The City of Cape Town is seen as a dynamic network of 

people,	processes	and	natural	and	man-made	features	that	

extend	beyond	the	official	geographical	boundaries	of	the	city.	

Therefore,	the	museum	would	like	to	focus	on	the	city	and	

social,	cultural,	political	and	economic	interactions	with	the	

rest	of	the	Western	Cape,	South	African	and	rest	of	the	world.	

We	also	would	like	to	represent	the	less	well-known	areas	

within the City and to give attention to aspects that do not 

appear on the tourist routes.  

The story of Cape Town is complex. It is a story of human 

settlement over a period of one million years in an area of 

445	km².	It	includes	urban	and	semi-rural	areas.	The	museum	

is	still	working	on	a	long-term	vision	and	values	for	the	

museum with the following goals in mind: 

• A museum that will produce and disseminate 
knowledge through collections in collaboration  
with community members and specialists

• A public space that plays an important role  
in the development of social inclusion and 
cohesion, building a culture of active citizenship, 
reflecting on collective identities and fosters 
respect for human rights and gender equality

• An inclusive public place that provides a  
platform to address social, economic and 
environmental concerns

• A dynamic, vibrant contemporary space with 
permanent and temporary exhibition space

• A hub for a larger virtual museum including  
leading edge augmented reality elements

• A centre for enriching educational and  
community engagement programmes.

The	Cape	Town	Museum,	as	a	new	museum	faces	many	

challenges. Though it has an excellent art collection of mainly 

South	African	works	on	paper,	it	has	no	building	and	no	

dedicated staff. A building site and high level architectural 

visioning is still in process. Museum programmes are 

managed by the Regional Manager assisted by colleagues in 

the	Provincial	Museum	Service.	As	a	provincial	museum,	the	

museum does not have its own distinguishing branding that 

adds	to	the	challenges	in	developing	a	public	profile	in	addition	

to the lack of a building and functioning within a  

very dense museum landscape. 



The	first	challenge	was	to	create	a	tangible	presence	to	

establish an image for the museum. The original approach was 

to	focus	on	the	museum	website.	However,	the	museum	also	

wants to establish itself as a museum with a difference. 

The concept of a museum that is working from a building 

or	structure,	i.e.	being	a	museum	within	a	cultural	landscape,	

evolved to become a museum as part of the landscape and 

then	to	the	landscape	as	the	museum.	With	this	approach,	

the City of Cape Town is viewed as the museum and once 

a	building	has	been	identified,	it	will	become	part	of	the	

museum site. Events are taking place all over the city and 

for	the	period	of	the	project,	these	sites	become	part	of	the	

museum. The museum thus moved from being a homeless 

museum to become a nomadic museum. A tangible presence 

is created through banners and visiting cards while the 

website	(www.capetownmuseum.org.za),	continues	to	be	the	

place where activities are capture. The city being the museum 

also	means	that	ways	to	‘label’	the	city	has	to	be	explored,	e.g.	

virtual or augmented reality.

The purpose of developing a distinctive way of going 

about our work is to connect with the Cape Town community. 

We want people to know about us and to participate in our 

events.	In	this	paper,	I	focus	on	one	event	only,	namely	the	

Engagement on Social Inclusion. This event is an example 

of how we developed partnerships to connect to our 

community and then leverage new connections within the 

community to extend our reach further. 

The Engagement on Social Inclusion took place at Gugu 

S’Thebe in Langa on 27 July 2018. Our main partners were 

the	two	NGOs	Activate	Change	Drivers	and	Africa	Unite	as	

well as the City of Cape Town who made the venue available 

to us. In addition to assist with the programme development 

and	facilitation,	Activate	Change	Drivers	and	Africa	Unite	took	

responsibility	for	mobilization.	In	other	words,	invitations	

were distributed through their networks and communication 

channels.	Therefore,	most	of	the	participants	are	active	in	the	

NGO sector and experienced in voicing their concerns in a 

public forum. Discussions at the engagement centered around 

three questions: 

• What do you understand under social inclusion?

• What does social inclusion mean to you and how  
is it applied in your own space/organisation? 

• The role of the museum in creating an inclusive city. 

A short video of the day has been uploaded on  

our website. 

The question about the role of the museum provided  

very interesting input about community expectations.  

The location of the museum building is an important issue. 

Participants	felt	strongly	that	the	museum	should	not	be	 

in	the	CBD,	but	within	the	community.	The	question	then	is	

where in the community? How do you locate the building  

to make it accessible to communities from all over the city.

One of the Cape Town Museum banners and travelling 
exhibition at the Women’s Month event, August 2018

HOMELESS MUSEUM



As	is	the	case	in	most	museums,	questions	were	asked	

about whose stories the museum will tell? As the museum is 

focusing	on	Cape	Town,	the	question	‘What	is	a	Cape	Town	

story’ was asked? Is it a story about an event that took place 

within	the	geographical	boundaries	of	the	city,	or	an	event	

that impacted on the city or an event that has meaning for 

people who are living in the city? Not all residents have lived 

their whole lives in Cape Town and most have relationships 

with people and events outside the city.  

Other issues that were raised include:

• The museum being a safe space where conflicting 
perspectives can be shared and discussed.

• The need to break through barriers and challenge 
the way people categorise each other.

• The importance of multiple language used  
in programmes and exhibitions. 

• The need to create platforms for communities 
to contribute to the conceptualisation and 
implementation of programmes. 

• The need to create an ongoing programme  
around inclusion and social transformation. 

The Engagement on Social Inclusion made clear  

the need for programme driven activities instead of  

once off events. The Cape Town Museum is already  

working	on	follow	up	projects	with	the	University	of	 

the	Western	Cape’s	Gender	Equity	Unit,	Activate	Change	

Drivers,	Africa	Unite	and	Gender	Dynamix.

At	the	same	time,	we	also	reaching	out	to	new	 

sections of the Cape Town community such as the 

Emancipation of Slavery Commemoration on 1 December 

2018 at the Mamre Moravian Mission station. 

To	conclude,	all	museums	struggle	with	 

connecting with their communities. The Cape Town  

Museum is addressing this challenge within an  

environment	where,	as	a	new	museum,	it	does	not 

have	a	public	profile	and	it	has	no	museum	to	invite	 

people to visit. Though the goal is still to have a  

museum	building,	the	Cape	Town	Museum	started	to	 

create community relationships through partnering  

with	NGOS,	research	units	and	governmental	 

programmes and to implement museum programmes at 

various sites throughout the city. These relationships will  

allow the museum to make its very large and very  

diverse community part of the museum planning from  

the beginning.

Engagement on Social Inclusion, Langa, July 2018
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The aim of this presentation was  
to encourage museum practitioners  

to try something new.  
Hoping that this could have been  

a workshop rather than a presentation,  
it would have been interesting to see  

delegates produce creative pieces about  
their museums, their collections or  

museums other than their own  
that they know or have visited.  

The article is still challenging  
delegates at the conference  

or anyone reading it,  
to write a poem or flash-fiction  

or even a novel  
about their museum collections,  

practices and experiences.  
Furthermore, it encourages  

the museums to link up  
with local writers and collaborate  

with them in producing museum-related  
creative pieces and activities,  

thereby attracting artists to the museums.    

Despite	massive	collection,	preservation,	and	more	

importantly,	the	creation	of	an	enabling	environment	to	

ensure	accessibility	to	museum	collection,	museums	are	 

faced	with	huge	challenges,	especially	from	users	and	visitors.	

Solving these challenges are usually left to staff responsible  

for	education,	exhibition	and	other	public	programmes.	

However,	maintaining	consistency	and	a	public	profile	is	

everyone’s	duty.	Involving	and	affecting	the	public,	whether	

individuals,	communities	and	stakeholders	requires	a	multi-

disciplinary approach. Museum practitioners have to be 

creative in their approach and practices. 

NELM is a museum focusing on the literary landscape. 

However,	there	is	an	opportunity	for	NELM	to	collaborate	

with other museums by assisting in the development of 

a permanent or temporary exhibition on local writers 

in the locality of the respective museums. Almost all 

towns,	municipalities	and	provinces	have	local	and	visiting	

writers. Such collaboration would result in creative writing 

workshops and exhibitions that would ensure that the 

previously	ignored	section	of	the	local	community	is	profiled.	

People	love	to	see	themselves	in	stories,	media	and	in	

exhibitions.	Using	the	same	opportunity,	museums	might	want	

to encourage some of these writers to produce creative 

stories about their museums’ interactions and the collections.

Over	and	above	the	academic	material,	museums	have	

to consistently produce popular articles and creative pieces. 

This is to ensure that all publics are not left out. Stories and 

themes are interdisciplinary as they can cover almost every 

topic.	Some	of	the	stories,	plays	and	poems	could	include	

hidden	treasures,	forbidden	collection,	museum	mysteries,	the	

weird	visitor,	or	how	the	museum	saved	the	day	by	helping	 

the police solve a case.  

One of the important approaches for museums to 

be	successful	in	connecting	the	missing	links,	and	the	

disconnected,	is	to	engage	influencers.	These	could	be	

celebrities	in	the	film	and	music	industry	like	actors	and	

singers,	sport	stars	like	footballers,	cricketers	and	rugby	

players,	politicians,	business	people	and	radio	personalities.	

For	a	literary	museum	like	NELM,	it	could	be	encouraging	

them	to	share	stories	that	they	have	read	or	heard,	and	

books that they are reading as individuals or in the book 

clubs that they belong to. 

For	some	other	museums,	it	means	encouraging	them	 

to	visit	the	museums,	take	pictures	of	themselves	and	

continue the talk via the popular social media platforms like 

Twitter,	Facebook	and	Instagram.

LITERATURE:  
CONNECTING  

THE DISCONNECTED

Zongezile Matshoba  
National English Literary Museum



For	more	than	forty	years,	the	National	Art	Festival	(NAF)	

in	Makhanda	(formerly	Grahamstown)	has	been	a	yard	stick	

of	creativity	of	the	present,	the	future	and	the	yesteryears.	

Strangely	enough,	establishing	a	festival	museum	has	not	been	

considered. An arts festival museum or university museum 

would become one of the most popular museums in the 

country.	However,	that	missed	opportunity	is	in	turn	an	

opportunity	begging	for	museums	to	seize.	NELM	is	seizing	

it in its own ways. It is up to other museums to continue the 

connections,	just	like	Albany	Museum	did	with	the	Makhanda	

story	(2018)	in	collaboration	with	the	Rhodes	University’s	

School of African Languages.

One opportunity is the arts festival cover picture.  

Various art forms have become cover pictures of the NAF 

programme	for	many	years,	the	2018	NAF	programme	being	

a good example. Museum artefacts has the potential to be 

NAF’s	cover	picture.	Museums	should	also	strive	to	influence	

artists’ productions in the various art forms. 

Fortunately,	NELM	as	a	literary	museum	directly	

and	indirectly	benefits	through	literature	related	events	

such	as	Wordfest,	book	launches,	exhibitions,	stage	plays,	

films	adapted	from	books	and	creative	workshops.	Other	

museums	need	to	seize	the	arts	festival	exposure	to	 

large national and international audiences.  

Almost	everyone	likes	films,	and	to	be	in	a	film.	Also,	

films	are	a	quick	medium	to	share	information	in	an	easy	

to	understand	manner.	Interestingly,	there	are	several	film	

productions	with	a	museum-heritage	setting.	These	enable	

museum-related	movies	to	be	screened	worldwide	in	various	

platforms	and	homes.	Some	of	these	films	are:	

•	 NIGHT IN THE MUSEUM	(2006),	a	2006	American		

fantasy-comedy	film	directed	by	Shawn	Levy	and			

written	by	Robert	Ben	Garant	and	Thomas	Lennon,	

based on the 1993 children’s book of the same name 

by	Croatian	illustrator	Milan	Trenc.	The	film	stars	

Ben	Stiller	as	Larry	Daley,	a	divorced	father	who	

applies for a job as a night watchman at New York 

City’s American Museum of Natural History and 

subsequently	discovers	that	the	exhibits,	animated	by	

a	magical	Egyptian	artefact,	come	to	life	at	night.	

•	 MUSEUM HOURS	(2012),	a	2012	Austrian-

American	drama	film	written	and	directed	by	

Jem	Cohen.	The	film	is	set	in	and	around	Vienna’s	

Kunsthistorisches	Museum.

•	 NATIONAL TREASURE	(2004),	a	2004	American	

adventure	film	produced	and	released	by	Walt	

Disney	Pictures.	It	was	written	by	Jim	Kouf	and	

the	Wibberleys,	produced	by	Jerry	Bruckheimer	

and	directed	by	Jon	Turteltaub.	It	is	the	first	film	in	

the	National	Treasure	film	series	and	stars	Nicolas	

Cage,	Harvey	Keitel,	Jon	Voight,	Diane	Kruger,	Sean	

Bean,	Justin	Bartha	and	Christopher	Plummer.	

For	some	great	films	set	in	museums	visit:	https://www.bfi.

org.uk/news-opinion/news-bfi/lists/10-great-films-set-museums		

Similarly,	there	are	a	number	of	books	and	creative	works	

that are set in museums. Some of these are:  

•	 LOST IN THE MUSEUM	(1979).	The	first	grade	

 is going on a trip to the museum. It’s an exciting 

 day for everybody. The teacher says the most 

important thing is to stick together. So when 

	 Danny	says	he	knows	where	the	dinosaur	is,	Jim	

	 and	his	friends	follow.	The	only	problem	is,	the	

friends	have	stayed	together,	but	somehow	the	

teacher and the rest of the class got lost.

•	 THE MUSEUM OF THINGS LEFT BEHIND (2015).	

Vallerosa	is	every	tourist’s	dream	–	a	tiny,	

picturesque country surrounded by lush valleys 

 and verdant mountains; a place sheltered from 

modern life and the rampant march of capitalism. 

But	in	isolation,	the	locals	have	grown	cranky,	

unfulfilled	and	disaffected.	In	the	Presidential	

	 Palace	hostile	Americans,	wise	to	the	country’s	

financial	potential,	are	circling	like	sharks	…

•	 THE MUSEUM OF HAPPINESS	(2003).	After	 

her	husband’s	sudden	death,	Ginny	Gillespie	travels	

with	his	ashes	to	Paris,	where	she	meets	and	falls	

in	love	with	Roland	Keppi,	a	strange,	visionary	

man without a country. Their dreamlike affair is 

disrupted	when	Roland	vanishes,	deported	to	a	

German camp for people without identity papers. 

But	coincidences,	dreams,	and	visions	eventually	

reunite them with the promise of a bright future. 

Set	primarily	in	France	between	the	world	wars,	 

the narrative moves easily between the present 

and	the	past	and	among	Ginny,	Roland,	and	the	

important	people	in	their	lives.		(Library	Journal)

THE DISCONNECTED



These	are	all	foreign	films	and	books.	Where	are	the	

films,	books,	stage	plays	and	music	set	in	a	South	African	

museum and published in multiple South African languages? 

Interactions between the writing community and  

a	museum	will	benefit	the	museum	without	a	doubt.	The	

museum collection can be grown with artefacts related  

to members of the local writing community while the 

writing	community	can	benefit	by	using	the	museum	as	

a	venue,	for	example	for	book	launches.	This	will	in	turn	

contribute to increased visitor numbers and feed into 

education programmes. 

Lastly,	museums	are	a	window,	more	importantly,	an	

open window. Like the cabinets of curiosity from which 

museums	originate,	a	window	offers	curiosity	in	which	

the communities see themselves and other things. It is up 

to museums to ensure that such a window is kept open. 

Museums are also like a mirror with which people can look 

and admire themselves.

Like	the	Story	Museum,	let	our	museums	and	their	

spaces be that of storytelling. Let us encourage visitors and 

users	to	make	up	stories,	or	to	retell	stories	that	they	have	

been told. 

CURIOSITY 
Z.	Matshoba  

I went inside

Silence welcomed me

I wondered

Whispering within 

Questioning and daring labels

The	DO	NOT	TOUCH	collections

My eyes

Zoomed	in	(curiously)

Curious about the cabinet 

Inscribed	‘OPEN’

Something rattled before I even did 

I ran off 

FOR  
ZONGEZILE	 
MATSHOBA
Helen Joannides 

Makana,	Nxele,	Makhanda…

Was our host

We arrived with thirsty ears and dry brains

For three days we drank:

Apps,	hashtags,	dioramas,	Skype

Slow reading 

Six of the best

At	our	generous	hosts’	table,	we	imbibed:

SAHRIS,	tetrapods,	camera	obscuras,	MEMAT	and	

 personal meaning maps

Quality,	audiences,	collections	

We were transported across the river and back in time

To	eGgazini,	Bathurst	and	Bloemfontein	

To	Athlone,	Alice	and	Port	Alfred

Till we returned home saturated

To wallow in the ideas: 

Homeless	museums,	non-museums,	one	museum

Quenched	by	the	(hyper?)	connections,	 

the	new	experiences,	the	creativity	

Sated.

THE DISCONNECTED



KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
Dr Robert Gess, Albany Museum

Africa’s Earliest Four-Legged Animals 
by 80 Million Years, the World’s 
Only Known High latitude Devonian 
Tetrapods: Communicating an Exciting 
Discovery in the Contemporary 
Communications Environment.

Until recently, all known fossils of tetrapods (limbed 
vertebrates with digits) and near-tetrapods (such as 
Elpistostege, Tiktaalik, and Panderichthys) from the 
Devonian period have come from localities in tropical 
to subtropical paleolatitudes. Most are from Laurussia, 
a continent incorporating Europe, Greenland, and 
North America, with only one body fossil and one 
footprint locality from Australia representing the 
southern supercontinent Gondwana. This led to a 
belief, entrenched within the literature, that the earliest 
tetrapods evolved in the Devonian tropics, most likely 

in Laurussia, and were restricted thereto. This year 

myself and Per Ahlberg (from Uppsala University in 

Sweden) described two previously unknown tetrapods 

(Tutusius umlambo and Umzantsia amazana) from the 

Late Devonian (late Famennian) Gondwanan locality of 

Waterloo Farm outside Grahamstown in South Africa, 

then located within the Antarctic Circle.  

This demonstrates that Devonian tetrapods were not 

restricted to warm environments and suggests that they 

may have been global in distribution. Furthermore this 

pushes back South Africa’s record of legged vertebrates 

by a staggering 80 million years.

Communication of this exciting discovery to the local 

and international public involved not only traditional 

methods such as a press conference, print media, radio 

and television, but also internet, YouTube and social 

media. A minimum of tens of thousands of members 

of the public locally and internationally were reached. 

This provides an example of how public engagement can 

conscientise the public about the importance of research 

conducted within museums and the significance of 

museum specimens.

Leomile Duduzile Mofutsanyana

Bridging the Digital Divide:  
South African Heritage Resources  
Information System (SAHRIS) as a Tool  
for Connecting Heritage Institutions.

In	recent	years,	with	growing	internet	use,	there	has	been	

an increasing drive for virtual interaction amongst different 

institutions across varying spaces; the heritage space has 

also	drawn	such	attention.	Increasingly,	heritage	institutions,	

as	ways	of	exploring	transformation	within	the	sector,	have	

explored various virtual systems to increase connectivity 

with	their	audiences,	however,	connections	between	heritage	

institutions themselves is not readily apparent.

SAHRA,	in	terms	of	Section	39	of	the	National	Heritage	

Resources	Act,	is	mandated	to	produce	and	maintain	an	

inventory of heritage resources in the Republic. Through 

the development of the South African Heritage Resources 

Information	System	(SAHRIS),	SAHRA	has	been	able	to	

record	and	track	reported	heritage	resources,	however	the	

system holds the potential to be a platform through which 

heritage collections as well as associated research data 

can be effectively shared between institutions. The system 

provides a publicly accessible and interactive space between 

heritage	institutions,	and	by	extension,	varying	audiences.	This	

will allow SAHRA to play a pivotal role in the facilitation of 

democratisation of data pertaining to heritage resources and 

associated research.

 

This presentation will address the usage of SAHRIS as a 

platform through which collection and research data can be 

shared,	and	the	benefits	that	can	be	derived	through	open	

access to heritage data.
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Cuan Hahndiek and Regina Isaacs

The Protection and Preservation of 
Objects Associated with National Leaders. 

In	terms	of	the	National	Heritage	Resources	Act,	No.	25	

of	1999	(s3)	(NHRA)	a	place	or	object	is	to	be	considered	

part	of	the	national	estate	if	it	has	cultural	significance	or	

other	special	value	because	of,	(among	others),	its	strong	

or	special	association	with	the	life	or	work	of	a	person,	

group or organisation of importance in the history of South 

Africa.		Furthermore,	the	Gazetted	List	of	Types	(no	24116	

of	6	December	2002	(no	5))	protects	objects	relating	to	

South African history as well as to the life of peoples and 

national	leaders,	thinkers,	scientists	and	artists	and	to	events	

of national importance from being exported. An object is 

defined	as	any	movable	property	of	cultural	significance	and	

their management is a national function. Objects created by 

artists and collections associated with South African leaders 

and	influential	figures	that	form	part	of	the	national	estate	

must	be	preserved	for	future	generations.		The	NHRA	(s32)	

makes provision for SAHRA to declare such collections 

by	notice	in	the	Government	Gazette.	This	paper	intends	

to explore a common understanding of what constitutes 

a	leader	of	national	importance,	and	to	seek	ways	as	to	

how	SAHRA’s	work,	especially	declaration	of	objects	and	

collections,	could	be	promoted	so	as	to	inform	museums	

whose	displays	can	be	enhanced	by	this	information,	and	

thus develop connectivity and interaction between SAHRA 

and the community of museums.

Ras Mpho Jeffrey Molapisi

The Connection Between the  
People of Ditsobotla and the  
Lichtenburg Agriculture Museum.

This paper intends to use the theme of this year’s 

International Museums Day as adopted by the South African 

Museums Association for the national conference to give 

direction to the topic of the day. The theme which shaped 

the topic of this article will be contextualised in line with 

the historiography of the Lichtenburg Agriculture Museum 

and how the museum relates to its local communities. 

The article views museum as a microcosm to be used to 

present	challenges	or	obstacles	faced	by	museums	in	finding	

their	relevance	in	this	globalised	society.	Most	importantly,	

Ditsobotla is a name of a local municipality which falls within 

the district of Ngaka Modiri Molema in the North West 

Province.	The	area	is	predominantly	occupied	by	Setswana	and	

Afrikaans speaking peoples.

Noel L.Z. Solani and L. Zincume

From Modernity to Post-Modernity and 
the Uses of Technology in Everyday Life 
and in Museums.

It is stated as a fact that humanity is experiencing the 

4th technological revolution since the invention of the 

wheel in the 18th century. The invention of the wheel led 

to many technological advances such as machines and auto 

motives.	As	a	result,	humanity	experienced	an	unprecedented	

industrialisation that literary connected nations across the 

world. These inventions also led to the development of 

the	telephone,	which	enabled	people	to	communicate	with	

immediate effect across seas. As people invented different 

machines	for	a	variety	of	purposes.	As	technologies	changed,	

museums were ideal spaces to showcase what existed and to 

link	these	to	what	exists	today.	At	the	same	time,	the	same	

technology helped in the administration of society and of 

museums.	The	type	machine	for	example,	was	a	great	tool	

that was used in the administration of society and that of the 

museum. 

As	technology	advanced,	a	camera	became	a	useful	

tool for current and future generations in reimagining the 

museum. It has become mandatory for digitisation of museum 

objects. This paper will be a broad swipe of how technologies 

are used in museum collections in what we have come to 

generally call digitisation. It also looks at how we use these 

technological advances in marketing our museums. In doing 

this,	we	will	draw	on	the	ways	in	which	digital	technology	

is used or not fully utilised at the DITSONG: Museums of 

South	Africa	(DMSA)	to	connect	the	array	museums	under	its	

stable or to connect with the general public. We will engage 

in a critical assessment that will assist us to go beyond just 

the	museum	opening	a	Facebook	account,	twitter	or	on	its	

website.	At	the	core	of	our	reflections	is	how	these	networks	

assist the general public to better understand museums 

rather than just using them as a way of attracting visitors to 

the museums.
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Dr Roger Layton

Toward the One Museum.

The	conference	theme	of	hyperconnectivity	is	identified	

as an increase in the ways a museum connects to its audience 

through	various	channels.	However,	this	term	is	also	applicable	

to	the	potential	connectivity	between	the	museums,	and	how	

the	users	can	see	this	as	a	unit,	a	“One	Museum”,	rather	than	

as	individual	and	independent	places,	spaces,	and	collections.

The Internet has brought us considerable opportunities 

in	the	aggregation	of	disparate	information,	and	many	see	

Google	as	the	Internet,	rather	than	as	a	search	engine	which	

merely gives access to hundreds of millions of individual  

web sites.

Museums,	together	with	other	memory	institution,	select,	

research,	store,	and	provide	access	to	objects	and	collections,	

and	to	associated	data,	information,	and	knowledge.	The	

users trust museums to collect and make available authentic 

knowledge,	but	museums	have	not	promoted	this	distinction	

between their trusted repositories and the remainder of the 

largely untrusted web. Most museums in South Africa are 

far	behind	the	digital	curve,	and	their	contribution	to	the	

knowledge base of the country and the world is increasingly 

inaccessible. Many museums are becoming increasingly invisible 

to digital users.

This	paper	presents	a	vision	for	the	“One	Museum”	as	an	

aggregate	of	all	museums’	collections	and	associated	content,	

focusing on sharing knowledge rather than perpetuating silos 

in	physical,	geographical	places.	This	vision	is	deconstructed	

as	a	thought	experiment,	from	which	emerges	a	proposed	

systemic	strategy	for	re-establishing,	in	this	digital	age,	the	

pre-digital	position	of	museums	as	the	home	of	trusted	

knowledge,	and	with	users	having	a	single,	well-known,	

easily-accessible,	entry	point	to	trusted	content	spanning	

all	museums,	in	an	manner	analogous	to	how	Google	has	

become	an	entry	point	to	the	whole	world-wide	web.

Lolonga Tali

Hyper-Connected Museums:  
New	Approaches,	New	Publics.

In	this	paper	I	shall	be	using	Amathole	Museum,	located	in	

the	semi-urban	area	of	King	William’s	Town,	as	a	case	study.	The	

immediate clientele of the museum comes mostly from the 

suburbs	of	the	city,	Bhisho	and	the	surrounding	townships	of	

Zwelitsha,	Ginsberg	and	Sweetwaters.	There	are	a	number	of	

rural	villages	around	the	city	(Kwa-Nonkcampa,	Rhayi,	Masele,	

Tshatshu,	etc.)	which	the	museum	rarely	visits.	The	brief	of	the	

museum educators is not only to conduct lessons inside the 

museum but to also conduct outreach to communities. This 

latter task implies bringing the museum to the people. This is 

where	hyper-connectivity	may	come	in	handy.	The	museum	

already has a Facebook page and can embrace complementary 

technologies and approached to attract new publics. These 

can	be	Instagram	to	show	exhibitions	and	artifacts,	Twitter	to	

inform	the	public	about	upcoming	events,	and	other	similar	

platforms to keep the public abreast. Through these media we 

can potentially achieve the objective of engaging with greater 

numbers of people.
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Georgina Marques

What is the Quality of Learning 
Experienced in South African Museums?  
A Case Study of the Apartheid Museum  
in	Johannesburg,	South	Africa.	

In	the	last	30	years,	museums	have	recognised	the	need	

to	foster	relationships	between	schools,	and	countries	such	

as	the	United	Kingdom,	North	America	and	Denmark	have	

made great strides in widening the provision of public and 

educational programmes in their museums. South African 

museums,	such	as	The	Apartheid	Museum	in	Johannesburg	

South	Africa,	are	no	exception;	visited	by	large	numbers	of	

school groups on a daily basis. 

Despite	their	efforts	however,	South	African	museums	

face a myriad of challenges when it comes to engaging the 

school-going	public	including	language,	unequal	education	

standards,	cultural	differences,	accessibility,	resources	

and	funding.	Therefore,	rather	than	look	to	engage	new	

communities,	this	research	sets	out	to	assess	the	quality	of	

learning	experienced	by	a	public,	presumably	already	engaged;	

high school learners who visit The Apartheid Museum. 

To gather data; both qualitative and quantitative methods 

were	applied,	and	through	questionnaires,	interviews,	

observation and personal meaning mapping the research 

proposes that educators are often not adequately preparing 

learners for a visit to the Apartheid Museum. This plays 

a	significant	role	in	undermining	the	quality	of	learning	

experienced during the tour. The research also suggests that 

the guided tours are often inadequate and do not provide 

learners	with	access	to	‘powerful	knowledge’	(Young,	2010).	

Finally,	an	assessment	of	learners’	understanding	of	apartheid	

points	to	a	need	for	learners	to	discuss	and	reflect	on	the	

exhibitions at the end of the tour.

ABSTRACTS

Thulisiwe Mseleku

A View from Across the River:  
Ncome Museum.

The battle of Income took place on the morning of  

16	December	1838.	Ncome	River	is	a	small	stream	flowing	 

into	uMfolozi	River.	For	many	years,	there	have	been	

ferocious	debates	about	the	battle	of	iNcome,	otherwise	

known	as	the	Battle	of	Blood	River.	Until	recently,	

interpretations that dominated South African history have 

excluded indigenous perspectives. The current exhibition 

seeks to address this imbalance by foregrounding the 

marginalised	interpretations	of	the	battle	of	iNcome,	and	 

to tell the story from a more inclusive perspective.

The exhibition explores the participation in the battle 

of	people	other	than	the	AmaZulu	and	Afrikaners.	Publicity	

corrects some of potential distortions about the nature  

of	the	war	and	what	it	accomplished,	verifying	some	events	

leading to the battle.

Crystal Warren

Facebook for Museums:  
Using	Social	Media	to	Form	New	Connections.

Social media is an important method for museum 

communication and developing of connections with 

members	of	the	public.	There	are	many	platforms,	 

such	as	Pinterest,		Twitter,	Instagram,	LinkedIn,	 

Facebook etc.This paper focusses on the ways in which 

the National English Literary Museum uses Facebook 

to	advertise	events,	share	news	from	the	literary	world,	

showcase collections and exhibitions and interact with  

the public. Modern technology enables the museum to  

reach far beyond the geographic locations of our buildings  

in	Grahamstown	and	Cradock,	and	indeed	to	build	

connections even beyond the 1600 users who have liked  

the Facebook page.  I will note some of our successes  

and challenges of using social media and will also touch  

on some other museum Facebook pages that have been 

used successfully.



Myra Gohodzi

Virtual Tours: A New Look at Our Museums.

Our	biggest	challenge	as	museums,	especially	in	the	

central	interior	and	low	density	areas	in	South	Africa,	is	

low visitor numbers. For this reason our museums need to 

become more creative in attracting new audiences. Museums 

are	no	longer	limited	to	webpages,	or	advertisements	on	

brochures and street maps. One of the potential ways to 

engage	with	new	audiences,	especially	young	people,	is	

through the use of social media platforms. Many museums 

have	a	Facebook	page,	Twitter	account,	and	sometimes	

make use of Instagram. These platforms can allow museums 

to	connect	with	a	wider	audience,	both	locally	and	

internationally. Social media offers faster and more engaging 

interaction	between	museums	and	the	public.	In	addition,	

much of the world’s population has access to social media 

through smart phones. This allows museums to showcase and 

advertise new exhibitions and research with a wider audience.

In	addition	to	social	media,	we	have	seen	an	increase	 

in the use of virtual tours of museums. Virtual tours are 

exciting and give the viewer a clear picture of what the 

museum has to offer. I believe that this may also be the best 

way	to	offer	behind-the-scenes	tours,	which	is	something	 

we can all agree attracts a lot of people. I have virtual toured 

several museums in the Western Cape myself and found 

myself wanting more than anything to visit those museums. 

I will show in my presentation how virtual tours can help 

museums attract new audiences. 

Sigi Howes

‘Six of the Best’ for International  
Museum Day.

Which museum wouldn’t like to lure new but maybe 

reluctant audiences into its exhibition spaces? Now the vital 

links that modern technology provides can be used to the 

advantage of museums. 

We have been for some time thinking about the possibility 

of an electronic carrier to take our lessons to schools 

that are either too far from our museum or that cannot 

afford to visit. The impetus came with this year’s theme for 

International	Museum	Day,	‘Hyperconnected	Museums:	New	

Approaches,	New	Publics’.

First,	we	had	to	hyper-connect	ourselves.	We	decided	

to	use	Skype,	which	meant	setting	up	a	Skype	account	and	

getting	Wi-Fi	into	the	Museum.	Never	having	done	this	before,	

it was certainly a new approach for us. And new publics –  

well	they	were	just	a	mouse-click	away.	Next	we	invited	a	

local school to visit us over four days and which was willing  

to be Skyped. 

Because the Education Museum works mainly with 

schools,	we	looked	at	six	of	the	most	unusual	objects	in	 

our collection that we thought children would like. We 

selected	them	on	the	basis	of	their	technological	appeal,	and	

how these individual objects had themselves undergone a 

technological revolution over the years: the camera obscura;  

a	glass	slide;	the	‘Pepper’s	Ghost’	illusion;	an	old	office	chair	 

in which a principal had been murdered; the Tellurian Model; 

and the modern tablet vs an old slate. We called the lesson 

‘Six	of	the	Best’.	We	filmed	and	Skyped	it	via	a	cell-phone	to	

three other schools who watched in the relative comfort of 

their own classroom.

And guess what – it worked! Not without some problems 

but	–	nothing	ventured,	nothing	gained.	This	has	opened	up	

new possibilities for us for reaching new audiences in future.
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David Larsen

Innovation to Enable Accessibility to the 
African National Congress Archives.

Since	2011,	Africa	Media	Online	has	been	involved	in	

the digitisation of the African National Congress Archives 

at	the	University	of	Fort	Hare	in	Alice,	Eastern	Cape,	South	

Africa.	While	the	archive	is	largely	paper-based,	there	is	a	

significant	audio-visual	component	as	well	as	a	museum	objects	

component.	The	longevity	and	size	of	the	project	has	enabled	

Africa Media Online to invest in technologies to capture 

material at the internationally accepted standards and also 

to	innovate	in	the	area	of	preservation	of,	and	access	to,	the	

digital	files.	This	paper	will	give	insight	into	the	innovations	

leveraged by Africa Media Online including digital preservation 

methodologies,	the	incorporation	of	an	Open	Source	content	

management	system	(CMS)	and	the	utilization	of	technologies	

developed as part of the International Image Interoperability 

Framework	(IIIF).	Africa	Media	Online	has	also	developed	an	

innovative platform for the outsourced capture of metadata  

for	this	and	other	digitisation	projects	in	Africa	that	utilizes	

open standards and a thesaurus that we have been developing 

called	the	African	Archival	Thesaurus.	Part	of	this	initiative	has	

been to build a community of volunteers around the platform 

called Metadata for Africa that we are hoping will enable access 

to underfunded and endangered African heritage resources.

Jordan Saltzman

#WeMakingAMuseum: The CMI Building  
as	Inspiration	for	Engaged	Heritage	Practice	 
in South Africa.

In	2017,	the	Children’s	Memorial	Institute	began	 

an ambitious heritage project inspired by a neglected  

hospital	archive.	Despite	having	no	real	budget	or	staff,	 

the CMI has rolled out public events and a youth  

development	programme,	and	has	organised	hundreds	 

of	historic	objects.	Most	remarkably,	despite	having	 

thousands	of	artefacts,	CMI	is	not	a	museum.	It	is	a	 

facility focused on child health and welfare. This paper  

details	the	unexpected	journey	so	far,	including	some	 

of	the	notable	items	found	in	the	collection,the	hidden	 

 

histories	being	uncovered,	and	the	open	approach	CMI	 

has chosen to take.  It questions current approaches to 

museum	practice	in	South	Africa,	proposing	that	the	future	 

of	museum	work	needs	to	be	more	creative,	interdisciplinary,	

and more connected to its surrounding community.

Tebogo Mohlakane-Mafereka

Removing the Shackles of Communication: 
Museums Finding New Ways to Engage New 
Publics	and	Strengthen	their	Connections	
With Them.

In	this	presentation,	I	will	be	sharing	experiences	that	 

I have gathered in my professional life in an attempt for the 

communities with disabilities to interpret and understand 

the museum’s collection. These will include experiences 

from	countless	outreach	programmes	as	well	as	one-on-one	

interaction with professionals in the sector.

The	presentation	will	focus	on	a	survival	mindset,	 

during these tough economic transitions. Aspects such as 

working	hard	versus	working	SMART	(Specific,	Measurable,	

Achievable,	Realistic	&	Timely)	will	also	be	highlighted.	The	

online	platforms	available	to	us	now	are	so	amazing	and	

effective	for	finding	clients/customers	that	anyone	not	using	

them	is	sorely	losing	out.	Most	small	and	medium-sized	

institutions	have	cash	flow	problems,	most	of	which	could	 

be avoided if they implemented the right systems.

Keys	to	successful	educational	programmes	will	 

be	considered,	such	as	linking	displays	to	the	curriculum/

CAPS,	and	showing	relevance	to	the	community;	and	the	

fostering of networks and  partnerships. Recent events  

such as an International Museum Day celebration at the  

St. Martin School for the Deaf in May 2018 will also be  

used as reference points. Various method/platforms  

utilized	in	communication	with	these	previously	

marginalized	communities	will	be	explored,	such	as	 

the enhancement of the Mobile Museum collection so  

that it can be relevant and accessible to persons with 

disabilities,	as	well	as	raise	general	awareness	of	disabilities,	 

so as to tackle myths and misconceptions. Accessibility  

of	our	institutions	by	previously	marginalized	communities	

(deaf,	visually-impaired,	etc.)	will	also	increase	the	 

credibility of our institutions.



Lindinxiwa Mahlasela

Barriers to Access to Museum  
Collections in the Eastern Cape  
Provincial-Aided Museums.

This paper will present research conducted in the Eastern 

Cape	Provincial-aided	museums.	The	aim	of	the	study	was	

to identify barriers to access to museum collections in the 

Eastern	Cape	provincial-aided	museums,	in	order	to	explore	

the potential for the promotion of access through the 

creation of convenient channels of distribution. The critical 

outcomes of the study include:

•	 Strategic	partnerships	between	the	provincial		 	

	 Museum	Services	directorate,	individual	museums			

	 and	identified	stakeholders

•	 Enhancing	museums’	abilities	to	design	 

	 services	that	their	identified	stakeholders	

	 want	(customer-centricity)

•	 To	ensure	increasing	numbers	of	museum	 

	 visitors	year-on-year

•	 To	explore	revenue-generating	opportunities	

 that may result from the various channels of  

 distributions that the museums may explore.

This study employed qualitative research methodologies. 

Respondents – museum practitioners and target stakeholders 

–	completed	questionnaires,	and	follow-up	interviews	

(telephonic	and	face	to	face)	were	conducted.

Findings	indicated	that	flaws	in	policy	directives,	lack	

of	knowledge	about	the	roles	of	museums	in	society,	lack	

of	funds,	and	a	dearth	of	skills,	are	barriers	to	access	to	

museums’	collections.	Recommendations	show	that	websites,	

social	media,	mobile	museum	services,	satellite	museums	and	

skills development have potential to overcome these barriers. 

Importantly,	museums	need	to	employ	the	concept	of	‘client-

centricity’	or	the	‘customer	value	proposition’	when	designing	

their services.

Louise du Plessis  
(Novice	speaker)

Connecting in the Present, About the Past, 
For the Future.

Apart from being on the weather map on television and  

the	newspapers,	the	town	of	Riversdale	is	actually	in	

possession of a most wonderful secret! Not only does it  

have	a	mountain	peak	called	‘The	Sleeping	Beauty’,	but	it	 

can also make you stand in awe of what is to be found in the  

Julius Gordon Africana Centre/ Versfeld House.  So what’s 

with	the	name?		This	is	where	it	all	becomes	very	interesting,	

for many reasons. 

Nosipho Gwala and Sli Ngobese 
(Novice	speakers)

Msunduzi and Ncome Museum:  
New Connections and New Approaches.

Museums	are	stereotyped	as	‘old’,	‘boring’	and	un-

interactive spaces that only a few people can relate to. Often 

people	will	ask	museum	workers,	‘What	really	happens	in	a	

museum?’	or	make	statements	like,	‘I	have	never	actually	visited	

a museum’. This suggests that our communities have failed 

to	understand	the	significance	of	museums,	which	ultimately	

implies that as museum practitioners we need to do more to 

ensure that this misconception is done away with. 

Drawing	on	the	activities	of	Msunduzi	and	Ncome	

Museum,	this	paper	highlights	the	new	connections	and	

approaches made by the institution as an attempt to make 

the museum interactive and appealing to all communities. 

It discusses the different ways in which the museum 

attempts	to	be	hyper-connected.	This	is	done	through	

our	commemorative	events,	exhibition	design	concepts,	

collections and the different social media platforms used. 

The paper also explores other possible methodologies with 

potential to improve accessibility for various communities. 
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